Hydrophones' effective diameter measurements as a quasi-continuous function of frequency.
The spatial averaging effect is strongly dependent on the active aperture of the hydrophone probes used to measure ultrasound fields. An experimental method was developed to determine the effective diameter of the probes as a quasi-continuous function of frequency. The implementation of the method utilizes the time delay spectrometry (TDS) technique and a set of focused acoustic sources. The use of focused sources ensured plane wave conditions for the whole frequency range and TDS eliminated all the reflections from the water tank boundaries. This approach allows effective diameter of circular aperture hydrophones to be determined as a quasi-continuous function of frequency up to 40 MHz. The measurements were performed for both needles and membrane designs having nominal diameters ranging from 50 to 500 microm. The results were successfully employed in the development of spatial averaging correction algorithms. Current efforts are being focused on extension of the frequency range up to 60 MHz by using a novel measurement technique termed time gating frequency analysis.